Fun Cracker Fillings

Choose from our range of fun cracker fillings or let us offer you a selection
These are just 50p each
Fortune Telling Fish

Marble Popper

Spinning Tops

Mini Slate

Fish which curls when
placed in the palm of a
hand to make predictions

When turned inside out
and placed on a firm
surface it jumps into the
air with a resounding pop.

This fight style spinner
can be pitched against
another.

Use the 'pencil' to draw on
the slate, and then pull up
the plastic sheet to erase
and start all over again
Duck Whistle

These are just 75p each
Rocket Balloons

Pot of Putty

Flip Over Top

Bag of two balloons to be
inflated with the tube
provided and then released
to soar noisily. Large and
superior.

Two brightly coloured
putties in a pot with googly
eyes, adding a little
personality!

A spinning top with a
difference, this one will
cleverly turn over whilst
spinning and remain upside
down.

Insect Clicker

Jump Up Smiley

Boinks

Push down until the sucker
sticks, then wait until the
toy springs into the air.

Springy colourful plastic
mesh tubes that can be
propelled into the air, and
also work as finger traps harmless but fun.

A pack of soft reusable
modelling clay in a whole
spectrum of colours.
Contains six sticks.

Magnetic Frogs
or Ladybirds

Bouncing Putty

The small, printed metal
tablet makes a short,
sharp clicking sound when
a button is pressed on the
reverse.

Quack! This Duck Whistle
is a noisy Filler that is
bound to cause some
hilarity
Mini Modelling Clay

These are just £1 each
Seed Sticks

Strips of rigid card
impregnated with seed,
many assorted packets
usually including herbs and
wild flowers.
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Rude Whistle

Does exactly what it says
on the box.

Each turns when
approached by its partner.

Even completely irregular
shapes will bounce about
erratically if thrown.
Excellent stuff!
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Crackers for every occasion
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